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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Some of the statements of respondent, New Century
Enterprises, made in its brief are taken from context, and
others, in the light set forth, exclude facts which are essential
to a full understanding of the circumstances under which the
business of Revco has been conducted, and the results achieved.
The appellants therefore supplement their earlier Statement of
the Case with the following.
It is true, as New Century alleges, that both partners were
obliged to guarantee Revco1s faithful performance under the
franchise agreements.

Exs. 3-6.

Indeed, Revco is a general

partnership, and both corporate partners are responsible for its
debts whether or not guarantees are given.

Thus, the question is

not which partner has liability, for they both do.

Rather, the

question is what are the assets of each partner that are at risk.
An examination of the financial statements of the two partners is
revealing, for it shows that ony one, Jet Star, has actually had
any real exposure as a general partner at any time.

Throughout

most of the 1979-85 period, New Century's liabilities exceeded
its assets (Exs. 44-49).

New Century has a negative net worth,

with no assets, other than its investment in Revco, capable of

NOTE:
For purposes of brevity, the following abbreviations will
be used: "Rec.w refers to the original papers filed in this
matter; "Tr." refers to the transacript of proceedings; "Ex."
refers to the exhibits admitted into evidence; "U.C.A." refers to
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as amended; and wAdndm.n refers to the
Addendum to the Brief of Appellants.

appreciating to any extent above their undepreciated basis.W
t

It has had nothing at risk other than its $490 investment in
Revco.

On the other hand, Jet Starfs statements for the same

period reflect a positive net worth (Exs. 69-75), including
<

investments in several business v e n t u r e s . ^

Furthermore, it was

Keith, personally, and not David, who was required to individually guarantee Revcofs two equipment loans for approximately
$40,000, and two equipment leases for approximately $60,000, in
order to gain more favorable terms (Tr. 207-210; Exs. 19-30), and
Revco 1 s loan with Citizens Bank.

Tr. 211.

Further, when the

opportunity for a fourth site developed, Keith purchased it personally on the hope that he could obtain suitable zoning, even
though Jiffy Lube, a Revco competitor, had tried unsuccessfully.
Twice the zoning commission turned Keith down, but finally, on
the third try, zoning was obtained.

Keith assumed the risk in

personally acquiring the site, without any assurance that it
could eventually be used by Revco.

For that, Revco paid no com-

pensation other than that paid to Jet Star in management fees.
Tr. 202-206.
Thus, in reality, it was the combined financial strength of
Jet Star and Keith, and not that of New Century and David, which
{

(1) Aside from its investment in Revco, New Century's assets
consisted of inventories, cash, furniture, and vehicles.
(2) At times during the subject period, Jet Star owned a
Minit-Lube center in Provo, a video store in Murray, and
Nitro-Green franchises in Salt Lake City and Las Vegas, and
interests in a Boise video store, and a pet store. Ex. 56.
-2-

i

supported the venture, and provided the base for the expansion of
its operations in Las Vegas.

Consequently, had Revco encountered

financial difficulties, making it unable to honor its obligations,
New Century stood to lose nothing more than its investment.

On

the other hand, Jet Star and Keith were and remain liable, with
their net worths potentially exposed to Revcofs debts.

This was

not unexpected on Keith's part, for he invited David to participate not because of David's financial resources, but because
of their relationship.

Ex. 59, August 28, 1984, p.3.

Keith

intended to assume the burden of financial risk of failure; but
also intended to be fairly compensated for that, as well as for
the other services rendered.
New Century complains that Jet Star did not inform New
Century that it was being paid fees, or justify its management
fees.

That is not true.

Keith told David.

Before the first $1,500 fee was paid,

Tr. 46.

Again, the next year when another

$1,500 was paid, Keith informed David.

Tr. 47.

Each time a fee

was taken in the earlier years, David was first advised.

Tr. 62.

Beginning in mid-1981 when Revco1s cash flow had sufficiently
improved, Revco began to pay management fees monthly (Ex. 53).
Not less often than monthly, in their meetings, and by numerous
telephone conversations and letters, Keith outlined for David, in
great detail, the services Jet Star was rendering in the management of Revco, and the results of that service.

Concerning his

discussion of management fees with David, Keith testified:

-3-

"•..(E) very month we received financial statements from
Arctic Circle....Jet Star received it and New Century
received it...And I don't believe there would have been
over one or two months in all the time we did not converse. Either he called me or I called him and we
reviewed item by itemf particularly the expenses, the
salaries, the management feesy the cost of goods in
relation to gross sales, percentages, labor percentages
and other items in what we call "controllable" items in
the statement...So we did discuss in detail every monthf
shortly after the statements were receivedf we did
discuss the fees each and every month." Emphasis added.
Tr. 62.

(

<

i

The financial statements given to New Century each month, both
for the group and for each individual center (examples of which
are included as Exs. 19-30), clearly showed management fees paid,
first as account #125 (until 1983), and thereafter as account
#981.

Further, Jet Star wrote more than thirty letters to New

Century containing and enclosing detailed information pertaining
to Revco and the management services provided by Jet Star.

Ex.

59.
ARGUMENT
I.

THAT THE FAILURE OF THE COURT TO AWARD JET STAR ADDITIONAL
MANAGEMENT FEES FOR THE PERIOD 1978-82 WAS AN ABUSE OF THE
COURT'S DISCRETION, AND CONTRARY TO A REASONABLE
DETERMINATION OF THE EVIDENCE.

II. THAT THE COURTfS RULING THAT JET STAR TOOK EXCESSIVE
MANAGEMENT FEES FOR THE PERIOD 1983-85 WAS BASED UPON THE
COURT'S ERRONEOUS CALCULATIONS, AND IS UNSUPPORTED BY THE
EVIDENCE.
In responding to the assertions contained in Respondent's
Brief, the appellants will consider Points I and II together.

i

In the earlier period of 1978-82, Jet Star was paid but nominal compensation for its services•

The amount of those fees had

no relation to the time and effort expended by Jet Star in the
management of Revco.

Indeed, as shown in the Brief of Appellant

(page 12), for most of those years they were not even large
enough to reimburse Jet Star for the amounts it paid on behalf of
Revco for office rent, telephone expense, office supplies,
postage, etc.

As Keith explained during the trial, Revco paid

that which its cash flow would permit.
improved, Jet Star received more.

Tr. 48.

As its cash flow

Tr. 63, 234.

This early prac-

tice was not a waiver by Jet Star of its agreed right to receive
compensation.

Rather, Keith wanted to allow Revco the oppor-

tunity to "build within its own structure", and therefore elected
to defer the payment of management fees.

Tr. 46-47.

As pointed out in the Brief of Appellants (page 7 ) , by
attaching the amount of Jet Star's management fee to Revco's profits throughout both periods, the lower court ignored other pertinent factors which, under the cited decisions, are pertinent to
the determination of reasonable compensation; factors which were
considered by Robert Darling, the expert witness who testified
during the trial.

Tr. 288; Adndm. at Item "E".

attempts to de-emphasize those factors.

New Century's

In response, Jet Star

would point out that the court below received the following in
evidence:
Size of Business
Revco, with from one to four centers, amassed more than $5
-5-

million in gross revenues, beginning at $225,000 during its first
year and attaining $1 million in each of the last two years, on
which net profits after those management fees that were paid,
amounted to nearly $350,000.

Ex. 51.

Responsibilities Involved
Jet Star's responsibilities are covered in the Brief of
Appellants (pages 7-11, 18) and elsewhere in this Brief.

New

Century attempts to derogate that which has been accomplished by
Keith, suggesting that Jet Starfs role required "no special or
unique services or skills."

Respondent's Brief, page 19.

As is

seen in the recounting of those responsibilities, that is simply
not true.

As Mr. Darling stated during cross-examination (Tr.

305):

{

"Q. How important is the leadership, I think that was your
first one, leadership function for an absentee manager?
"A. I would say it's even more important than a manager who
is on site."
The contractural relationship between Revco and Arctic Circle
is that typical of the usual franchise.

Arctic Circle, the

franchisor, has never been involved in the management of Revco.

(

It has the right to demand that (a) specified standards are met,
(b) certain uniformity exists, and (c) operating results are
reported.

However, as with most franchises, the management of

the business is left to the franchisee.

{

The evidence convin-

cingly shows that that was here the case.

<

In the early years, it became apparent to Keith, that Jet
Star, who opened its own Minit-Lube center in Provo in January,
1978, and had managed Revco1s centers beginning in November,
1978, knew more about operating a center than did Arctic Circle,
who did not open its first company-owned location until 1980.
Tr. 34.

Thus Jet Star formulated procedures that are used today

in many Minit-Lube centers.

Tr. 34-35. Over the years, Keith

has examined Arctic Circle's new procedures, has adopted some and
rejected others.

Tr. 92.

Revco has received almost no operating

assistance (Tr. 89), and even less that it follows.

Tr. 90-91,

99.
Training of personnel by Arctic Circle has been very limited;
since the organization of Revco there has been no training in the
servicing of automobiles.

Tr. 90-91.

Over the history of the

franchise, Arctic Circle has inspected Revcofs centers, as Keith
stated:
"approximately every
three or four visits
no possible way they
visiting from one to

three months...we are talking about
a year and that's one day...therefs
could be much assistance in one day
four centers..." Tr. 135.

Basically, the inspections are conducted to check image, quality
and service.

Tr. 101.

Arctic Circle does provide specifications for the buildings,
but Jet Star made "many, many changes" after the first one was
constructed.

Tr. 86-87.

Arctic Circle does not dictate hours

(Tr. 99) or pricing structure.

Tr. 76-77, 227.

Keith does not

se the Arctic Circle recommended oil or oil filters (Tr. 89-90),
-7-

service tickets (Tr. 100), insurance (Tr. 156-147) or salary and
I
bonus structure for managers,

Tr, 225-227.

Keith has not always

used Minit-Lube's trademarks and symbols (Tr. 102) or uniforms
(Tr.

105), and has not always followed their recommendations as

to the type and make of equipment.

Tr. 134.

Arctic Circle's

accounting services have been used from the beginningf but the
form and content of the computer-originated statements has been
modified by Arctic Circle at the request of Jet Star over the
years.

Tr.

95-96, 188-189.

George Kilmer is the on-site supervisor for Revco, working
under Keith's direction.

Keith became acquainted with George

when George was running errands and repairing vacuums for Keith's
father.

Tr. 129-130.

Later he was a janitor at Emdeko (Tr.
I

134), then the manager of Jet Star's Minit-Lube Center in Provo
(Tr. 35, 130), then a maintenance man for Keith's apartments
(Tr. 130-131) and finally a manager for Revco, first at its
initial Las Vegas center and then for several years at the second
store, until prior to the opening of the fourth center when he
became Revco's area supervisor.

Tr. 53-54.

As supervisor,

George's duties fall mainly within the area of overseeing the
day-to-day operations of the four centers.

Tr. 132-134.

His

education and vocational experience have not qualified him to be
involved in the management and decision-making processes.

While

he reports that which is happening on forms provided by Jet Star,
and in telephone conversations and meetings with Keith and Wayne,
he is not privy to the overall picture, and therefore does not
participate in review, analysis, planning and projecting.
-8-

Tr.
<

93-94, 132-135, 224-227.
team.

George is not part of the management

All management functions (as detailed in the Brief of

Appellants) are provided by Jet Star.
In summary, Arctic Circle provides information and computer
services, is responsible for advertisingf and occasionally
inspects the stations for image, quality of service, etc.

George

supervises the daily operations, and reports to Jet Star.

But

all management responsibilities are vested solely in Jet Star,
and those responsibilities have been discharged solely by Jet
Star.
Character of Work Required
Elsewhere in this Brief and in the Brief of Appellants
the nature and extent of Jet Star's responsibilities are
discussed.

They will not be repeated here.

Special Problems and Difficulties Met
New Century would have the Court believe that there were no
problems encountered in the management of Revco, and that the
firmfs success was simply a matter of George complying with
Arctic Circle's infrequent communications; that it would actually
manage itself.

To state that no "special or unique services or

skills" are necessary (Respondent's Brief, page 19), or that unusual problems have not been confronted, shows a peculiar detachment from the reality of that which has occurred and of which the
record below is replete, particularly in view of the fact that
Jet Star has continuously kept David fully informed.
The difficulties of management of the enterpriser and Jet
Star's efforts in meeting them, including obtaining the
-9-

franchise, locating and securing sites, monitoring construction
i

of facilities, operating the centers, meeting the challenges of
competitors, producing innovative advertising the marketing techniques, and keeping abreast of economic conditions and demands,
are recounted elsewhere in this Brief and the Brief of
Appellants.

There is, however, one matter which has not been

heretofore addressed and yet has been a persistent and nagging
(

element in the management of Revco: an unrelenting barrage of
requests and demands from David.
Commencing in late 1983, David began making telephone calls
and writing letters demanding information, and insisting upon
immediate attention.
Exhibit 58. l^)

Thirty-three of his letters comprise

Literally, hundreds of hours have been spent in

researching the data requested, providing copies of invoices,
explaining the intricacies of financial statements, and
repeatedly outlining the things that have transpired during the
course of Revco1s history.

Some of those things requested were

reasonable, though often repetitive; others were inconsequential,
insulting and ridiculous.

It was frustrating to deal with David.

For example, he criticized the amount of compensation paid to
George Kilmer, stating that it was "asinine for the effort to
manage three gas stations."

Ex. 58, Dec. 5, 1983, p. 1.

Keith

meticulously explained how Georgefs salary and benefits were

(3) One of the letters contains more than 150 demands.
58, March 13, 1985. Another contains 20 separate requests.
58, March 18, 1985.

Ex.
Ex.

-10(

calculated, and the sources he used in arriving at those figures.
Ex. 59, Dec.
1.

27, 1983, pp. 1-4; Mar. 29, 1984; June 20, 1984, p.

He asked David to provide him with his suggestions for com-

pensating George.

Ex. 59, Dec. 8, 1983, p. 1.

David would not.

Finally, after many hours of discussion and letter-writing, David
dismissed that as an issue, stating simply that George "is not
paid too much.11

Ex. 58, July 14, 1984, p.3.

Then, just one

month later, David again charged that George's compensation was
excessive.

Keith again asked for David's suggestions.

Aug. 17, 1984, p. 1; Aug. 28, 1984, p. 2.

Ex. 59,

David refused to make

any.
The subject of many of David's calls and letters was Jet
Star's management fee.

Sometimes David would recognize Keith's

"effort and interest in the success of Revco", and Jet Star's
right to receive "compensation for your time, effort and
expertise."

Ex. 58, Dec. 5, 1983, pp. 6, 9.

Other times he

would insist that Jet Star donate its services, and that the
partners share equally in the profits from Revco, "never more for
one than the other."

Ex. 58, July 14, 1984, pp. 3-4.

And yet,

though he was invited many times to suggest his formula for
calculating management fees (Ex. 59, Dec. 15, 1983, p. 4; Dec.
26, 1983, p. 2; Dec. 27, 1983, pp. 4, 11; Dec. 28, 1983, p. 2;
July 6, 1984, p. 1) he refused, except for one solitary proposal
that they be tied to each center's profitability.
14, 1984, p. 6.

Ex. 58, July

When Keith informed David that Jet Star's mana-

gement fees under their Agreement were not to be conditioned upon
-11-

profitability alone, David refused to make any further proposal.
I
On occasion, David would request information/ only to subsequently reject it when it was provided,
p. 1; June 13, 1985, p. 1.

Ex. 58, Dec. 13, 1983,

He did not understand why the total

amount shown in a capital account could not be distributed, and
yet refused to discuss it with Claude Westenskow, who was the
accountant for both New Century and Revco.

Ex. 58, Feb. 12,

1985, pp. 2-3; March 11, 1985, p. 3; May 7, 1985, p. 2; June 11,
1985; Aug. 22, 1985, p. 1; Ex. 59, May 3, 1985; June 3, 1985;
July 17, 1985.

He asked for a complete list of Revco's fixed

assets, and then complained because Jet Star sent him a copy of
Revco's entire depreciation schedule.
Aug. 22, 1985, p. 2.

David suggested that Jet Star be replaced

by an independent management firm.
any proposal.

Ex. 58, June 24, 1985;

Jet Star agreed to consider

David either found no one who would do it as inex-

pensively as Jet Star, or simply neglected to follow up.

Ex. 59,

Aug. 24, 1985, p. 4.
The foregoing are examples of the unreasonable posture taken
by David, and, consequently, the great amounts of time necessary
for Jet Star to respond.
It was Keith's considered opinion that Revco should have
expanded even further the number of locations in Las Vegas, and
thereby increased its profits and the value of their investment
even further.

Tr. 170.

David, however, bowed his neck and

refused to even consider further expansion until the instant
matter was resolved, and threatened litigation if Keith went

.

-12i

ahead.

Ex. 58, August 24, 1984, pp. 3-4.

Perhaps due to David's

decision to prevent further expansion by Revco, well-funded competition entered the Las Vegas area, constructing five centers
with car washes.

Their opening threatened Revco1s continued

growth, both in number of vehicles serviced, and net profits.
Ex. 59, Sept. 21, 1984, p. 1.
Results Achieved
The results achieved through Jet Star's management, have
amounted to significant savings and increased income for Revco
and its partners.

Through Keith's negotiations, Revco received

the only exclusive area Minit-Lube franchise granted by Arctic
Circle (Tr. 196-197; Ex. 2), obtained excellent leases (Tr. 198),
and acquired better and more cost-effective advertising.
107-109; 237-245.

Tr.

Keith persuaded Arctic Circle to reduce its

franchise, development and royalty fees by $35,000 (Tr. 85,
197-200), and increase its contribution to the Las Vegas advertising fund by $25,000.
Keith.

Tr. 208-209.

Tr. 75.

Equipment costs were reduced by

Over Arctic Circle's objections, he

switched insurance carriers, oil and oil filters at a savings to
Revco.

Tr. 89-90, 94, 146. Under Keith's direction, Revco was

the first in the Minit-Lube system to offer, as a part of its
service package, transmission changes (Tr. 104, 246-247) and differential servicing (on which more than $200,000 profit was
realized...an innovation thereafter copied by Arctic Circle).
Tr. 247-249.

In Revco's early days Keith obtained interest-free,

short-term financing up to $40,000 for Revco.
-13-

Tr. 220. Jet Star

obtained a Jartran Truck and Trailer rental agency for Revco (Tr.
104), secured interest-bearing treatment of funds controlled by
Arctic Circle (Tr, 246), and campaigned for and landed commercial
accounts, including a police department, highway department,
telephone company and private industrial accounts.

Tr* 250-251•

Keith has carefully monitored Revco's warranty expenses and cash
over and short account, so that losses have been but minimal.
Tr.

229.

He was able to maintain Revco's gross volume and car

count in the face of well-funded competition.

Tr. 67, 218; Exs.

42 and 43.
Jet Star was able to control Revcofs overhead, so that it was
less than the average of all Minit-Lube centers in the western
region (Tr. 291: Adndm, at Item n E w ) f and boost its gross volume

.

to the point that the partners1 return on capital invested
amounted to 6600% per yearf substantially in excess of the 34.5%
return on capital that was typical for service industry businesses
of comparable size.

.

Tr. 290; Adndm. at Item W E M .

Knowledge, Skill and JudgmentRequired
*

New Century states that Keith was employed as a manual
laborer from 1949 to 1961.
incorrect.

Respondent's Brief, page 32.

That is

According to the evidence, the only manual labor

Keith performed was for the railroad prior to being married for

^

about four months (Tr. 7), and later at the naval yard in
Bremerton, Washington for a few months.

Tr. 9.

The fact is that

his pre-1978 vocational experience prepared him for the challenge

^

to successfully operate the centers, and maintain Revco1s profi-14i

table operations in the face of well-financed competition and
constantly changing economic conditions.

In his early years of

employment, Keith was involved in the selling of divers appliances through various entities.

Tr. 16-17.

In some of those ven-

tures he was a salesman, and in others he was an officer and
manager.

Tr. 22, 24, 28-29.

Eventually, in the late 1960fs and

until the mid-1970fs he was an officer and one of six principals
in Emdeko, an international marketing firm which grossed $15-18
million in annual sales, and from which he received $60,000
annually in salary, plus medical and life insurance protection,
an automobile, and pension and profit sharing benefits.
60-61, 195.

Tr.

Thus, by the inception of Revco, Keith had accumu-

lated some 25 years of management experience.
Keith's first introduction to Minit-Lube as a potential
investment was in 1977, more than a year before Revco was formed.
Tr. 30.

He commenced his investigation.

He talked with Arctic

Circle personnel (they had one or two people involved at that
time) and reviewed operating statements of some Minit-Lube locations.

He liked that which he saw and heard.

Tr. 33-34.

He

bought the Provo location in July, 1977 (Tr. 35) and became
heavily involved.

He met frequently and for long hours with

other franchisees with whom he would discuss procedures and the
details of operations.

He visited other centers and exchanged

information with the operators.

This enabled him to see the

best, and to thereby improve the service, efficiency and quality
of his Provo center.

Tr. 36-37, 167. By the fall of 1978, he
-15-

was convinced that Minit-Lube was an "exceptional opportunity",
and that he had the experience, ability and resources to have a
successful business.

Tr. 33-34.

He obtained the first Las Vegas

location, and then invited David to join him.

Ex. 3.

Amount of Time Required
Keith did not punch a time clock.

Jet Star provided an exe-

cutive service, equal in nature, according to Mr. Darling, to
"the president or chairman of the board or chief executive
officer...the number one top manager in a franchisee
organization."

Tr. 304.

As is the case with most executive

.

officers, Keith worked long hours and sometimes six- or seven-day
weeks (Tr. 200-201) and did not keep a record of the precise
number of hours devoted to the management of Revco.

However, the

|

evidence is abundantly clear that Keith spent most of his time
managing Revco.

His other interests during the 1978-85 period,

were investments in apartments, condominiums and a commercial
building, and in several small businesses.

Ex. 56.

*

The apart-

ments (Redwood Road apartments, Woodgate apartments, Sandy apartments, Kenwood Development apartments) and Denver, Colorado

j

condominiums all had resident property managers who were either
employed by Keith or Jet Star, or who received a reduction in
rent.

Tr. 154, 157, 165.

It was Keithfs wife, Peg, (who, except

<

for a portion of her time in the early years (Ex. 88) was not
involved in the management of Revco), and not Keith, who provided
the management of those investments.

Tr. 155-156.

The brief

amount of time spent by Keith on those investments, was prin-16-

<

cipally driving by on a weekend or in the evening to look at them,
and reviewing their financial statements,

Tr. 163f 165.

The

Centenial Park commercial building, which had but three
tenants during the subject period, required almost none of
Keith's time.

Tr. 164-165.

The business ventures in which Keith and Jet Star were
involved during the subject years, were inconsequential as far as
their demands on Keith were concerned.

Ex. 56.

They consisted

of an Orange Julius franchise managed by Keith's son, Arnold,
which Keith had not even seen for over three years (Tr. 166),
Universal Video, a video rental shop managed by two of his sons,
which he visited only 8-10 times during the three years Jet Star
owned it (Tr. 173), Amtron Video, a video store in Boise managed
by Jet Star's partner, Bob Poedy (Tr. 174), American Gold, a
short-lived venture (Tr. 174), Nitro-Green, a lawn care business
obtained and supervised by Keith's sons after the video stores
were sold (Tr. 178-182), Fins, Feathers 'N Furs, a small pet
store which was managed by Bob Richards, and which he visited
only 6-8 times during the time Jet Star owned an interest in it
(Tr.

183), and Amtro Enterprises, a company that installs

concrete edging between lawns and gardens, managed by Wayne.

Tr.

184-185.
While Keith and Jet Star were involved in the various
enterprises listed above, as Keith became more involved in Revco
he began to dispose of those interests.
Woodgate apartments were sold in 1979.
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The Redwood Road and
The Provo Minit-Lube

center was sold in 1982.

The video stores were both sold in
I

1984, and the pet store in 1985.

Ex. 56.

He acquired the

Nitro-Green and Amtro franchises only after David rejected
further expansion.
i

It was Revco to which Keith devoted the majority of his time,
from 50-70% of his working hours.

Tr. 63, 72; Ex. 56.

As Keith

stated:
i

"It was my number one investment, my most important
investment." Tr. 41.
"This was really it as far as I personally was concerned. So I devoted time and energy to the Revco
business." Tr. 169.

<

Manner and Promptitude in Which Partnership Affairs Carried Out
Revco's has had Keithfs attention.
investment.

It has been his primary

It has been given top priority by Jet Star.

In the

^

Brief of Appellants (pages 8-10, 18), the services rendered, and
the attention given Revco by Jet Star personnel is outlined in
i

detail.
Other Circumstances
Keith committed the resources of Jet Star to Revco's success,
and was willing to do everything necessary to assure its success,

'

including giving his personal guarantee of performance by Revco
of its obligations.

Tr. 207-211.

As pointed out above (pages

1-3), Keith and Jet Star, through the strength of their financial
positions, supported Revco and enabled it to grow.

*

Their

willingness to make personal resources available to support Jet
-18-

i

Star's management functions, has been a paramount reason for
Revco's success.
Testimony was given during the trial concerning Keithfs
employment with Emdeko.

In that management role he dealt with

attorneys, accountants and executives of other companies
throughout the world.

Tr. 279.

Emdeko was successful, grossing

$15-18 million in annual sales, with a distribution network
throughout the United States.

He was handsomely compensated for

those days, receiving $60,000 per year plus other benefits.

The

value of his services was thus quantified during the trial.

When

an inflation factor is applied to that early- to mid-1970 compensation, and is then adjusted to the 1980's, the value of Keithfs
services to Revco are even greater.

By not tying Jet Star's

management fees to Revco's net profits, as the lower court did,
circumstances would dictate that a compensation be paid to Jet
Star which would include, in the formula, remuneration for
Keith's time equivalent to his prior earning power as adjusted
for inflation.

In addition, compensation would be paid for the

value of services rendered by other Jet Star employees, and Jet
Star would be reimbursed for the costs it incurred and advanced.

By their Agreement (Adndm. at Item " A " ) , Jet Star was promised reasonable compensation for its management servicer.

The

lower court emasculated that covenant with respect to the 1978-82
period, decreeing that Jet Star's right to remuneration was con-19-

tingent upon Revco's profits, and that it assumed the risk that
expansion of its facilities would produce inadequate cash flow.
Jet Star has therefore been placed in the unenviable position of
contributing hours and resources throughout those years without
i

any reasonable return, while its partner, New Century, has been
able to pursue other interests for its own account.

In allowing

Jet Star a total management fee for the 1978-82 period of but
i

$36,094, some $10,000-12,000 of which would in reality represent
reimbursement for rent, telephone and miscellaneous expenses paid
by Jet Star during much of that period (Brief of Appellants, page
12-13), the lower court ignored clear and convincing evidence,
and in effect abrogated that provision in the parties1 Agreement
of Partnership which entitled Jet Star to reasonable compensation.

Simply stated, the court abused its discretion.

The

evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that Jet Star is entitled to
additional management fees.
Further, there is a principle which applies to this case,
that with respect to the task of determining "reasonable" compensation, a trial court should be bound by the unrebutted opinion
of an expert, whose testimony is unimpeached, and is based upon
an evaluation of all related factors.

The testimony of

appellants1 expert witness, Robert Darling, was clear and
uncontroverted.

New Century makes no effort to criticize either

his credentials or the thoroughness of his survey.

Rather, they

take issue with his use of the words "compensation" "salary" and
"fee" as being synonomous for the purpose of this matter,
-20i

claiming that in some unexplained way a "fee" should be something
less in amount than a "salary" or "compensation."
ment is devoid of merit,(4)

Such an argu-

New Century cites no authorities for

that position; the court below made no such finding or ruling.
Further, New Century criticizes the appellants for citing as
authority for this principle, Federal court cases.

In defense of

those authorities, it should be pointed out that for many years
the question of "reasonable compensation" was litigated mainly
due to the attempts of the Internal Revenue Service to reclassify
"excessive" compensation as a dividend.

Thus this particular

issue, became the subject of many Federal court decisions, and
matured in those forums.

That is not to say that it has not been

considered by state courts.
cases.

To the contrary, there are such

For example, in Mack v. Moore, 669 S.W.2d 415 (Texas,

1984) the trial court found the reasonable value of services performed to be less than that to which the appellant's expert witnesses had testified.

In its opinion, the appellate court

stated:
"In the present case, three expert witnesses testified
as to the reasonableness of the charges for the services
rendered...Each of the three witnesses reached the same
conclusion...Appellees called no witnesses to refute
this determination nor did they otherwise impeach these
witnesses on cross-examination. Therefore...the only
reasonable conclusion which could be drawn from the evidence was that stated by appellant's experts."
(4) Actually, the use of the word "fee" in the instant matter
might indicate a higher amount. Webster defines "fee" as "payment
asked or given for professional services...", whereas both
"compensation" and "salary" are defined as being merely "payment
for services." Webster's New World Dictionary, Second College
Edition, Simon & Schuster, 1982, pages 289, 512 and 1255.
-21-

Other recent state court cases are State Dept. of Transp. & Dev.
v, Richardson, 453 So.2d 572 (La., 1984); Davidson v. Rogers,
431 So.2d 483 (Miss., 1983); Jefferson County v. Sulzby, 468
So.2d 112 (Ala., 1985); and Robinson v. Contributory Retirement
App. Bd., 482 N.E.2d 514 (Mass., 1985).
Another case which directly bears on the substance of evidence before the Court, is Exxon Corporation v. West, 543 S.W.2d
667 (Texas, 1976) wherein the court, reviewing the effect of
uncontroverted expert testimony, stated:
"While such evidence is generally held not to be binding
on the trier of fact if more than one possible conclusion can be drawn from the facts, it may be regarded as
conclusive if the nature of the subject matter requires
the fact finder to be guided solely by the opinion of
experts and the evidence is otherwise credible and free
from contradiction and inconsistency."
With those principles thus reiterated, a closer examination of
Mr. Darling's testimony and opinion is warranted.
Mr. Darling outlined the factors he considered essential in
reaching an opinion:
"The relationship of compensation to the financial success of the business, relationship of the compensation
to direct profits, the amounts paid to Jet Star, the
amounts paid to a top executive in a similar company,
the responsibilities of Jet Star, general economic conditions, the experience and qualifications of the Jet
Star staff and management, George Kilmer's duties and
the contributions of Arctic Circle." Tr. 288
He then identified the elements that comprised the test of reasonableness.

A summary of these elements was received by the court

as illustrative of his testimony.

Ex. 89; Adndm. at Item "E".

These elements were explained by him in detail.
-22-

Tr. 289-294.

*

Respondents efforts to impeach Mr* Darling, as cited in
Respondent's Brief (page 26-27), were summarized in its statements that "he could not specifically detail the amount of time
used by Jet Star in the management of Revcof nor could not
describe with any specificity the duties formed (sic) by either
Jet Star or George Kilmer", and "the studies upon which he based
his opinion were national studies."

As to the former, a reading

of the record will show that Mr. Darling responded to each
question asked of himr and detailed the duties performed to the
extent he was permitted in counsel's cross-examination.
295-311.

Tr.

Indeed, Mr. Darling stated that he interviewed Keith

and George, and three executive officers of Arctic Circle. Tr.
287.

As his testimony indicated/ his knowledge of the respective

contributions of Jet Starf Arctic Circle and George to the success of RevcO/ was thorough.

Further/ he testified that his

study covered a total of 380 businesses/ of which 75 were
Minit-Lube locations.

Thusf although the study may have been

national in its scope, it was also significantly provincial; in
fact it focused on the very franchise operation that was being
examined.

Whatever the scope of the study, it wasf in his opi-

nion pertinent and instructive.
On the other hand/ New Century called no expert witness.
Except for the exercise in semantics and the other comments
referred to above, no effort was made to discredit Mr. Darling or
his approach.

The facts submitted to the court were not suscep-

tible of more than one conclusion.
-23-

His opinion was consistent

with the evidence, both oral and documentary.

The nature of the

i

issue, that being one of determining reasonable compensation, in
view of nothing being submitted to the contrary, requires the
lower court to be guided solely by Mr. Darling's opinion, and to
render judgment in accordance therewith.

<

Under the circumstances

of this particular matter, the court below should not be allowed
to substitute its judgment for the opinion of one, an expert in

<

this precise field, who spent considerable effort, examining factors pertinent to the issue, and surveying the industry.

The

inequity of that which the court below has done, is starkly

<

underscored by Mr. Darling, who pointed out that "effective outside services could not have been purchased for a fee comparable"
to that paid to Jet Star.

Jet Star should not be placed in the

*

position of assuming risks and providing management for the
mutual benefit of the partners, without reasonable compensation.
New Century, who has been free throughout the years to pursue its

*

own interests, expected Revco to pay a reasonable fee to Jet
Star, and should not now be allowed to benefit other than as any
unrelated investors in such an enterprise might expect.

'

Under Rule 30(a), Utah Rules of Appellate procedure, the
Court should correct the lower court's findings so that they conform with the evidence, and direct entry of judgment awarding Jet
Star management fees as follows (see Adndm. at Item "G"):

i

Reasonable
Management Fee
(Adndm. at
Item WG")
$24,000
31,730
37,160
45,900
50,270
57,030
51,000

Equals Amount
Less
Which Should be
Management Fee
Awarded to
Year
Paid (Ex. 51)
Jet Star
1979
$ lf500
$ 22,500
1980
1,500
30,230
1981
7,900
29,260
1982
25,194
20,706
1983
50,000
270
1984
62,050
(
5,020)
1985
46,500
4,500
$102,446
Such is the only reasonable conclusion which can be drawn from
the testimony of the appellants1 expert. Even then, those
figures do not include any reimbursement for those years in which
Jet Star received inadequate reimbursement for costs advanced
(1979, 1980, 1981, 1984 and 1985), which would have amounted to
an additional $4,000-$6,000 per year.
III.

Ex. 52.

THAT THE SETTING OF FUTURE MANAGEMENT FEES TO WHICH JET
STAR WOULD BE ENTITLED, WAS PRESUMPTUOUS AND AN ABUSE OF
THE COURTfS DISCRETION, BEING EXTRANEOUS TO THE ISSUES
BEFORE THE COURT.
Immediately prior to the commencement of the trial, the

court, upon stipulation of counsel, dismissed all of plaintiff's
causes of action, except for that which pertained to Jet Star's
management compensation.

With respect to that solitary issue, it

was plainly understood that the court's inquiry would focus on
the period 1978-85.

No mention was ever made, by counsel or the

court, that the court would also scrutinize Jet Star's entitlement to future fees.

That this was respondent's understanding as

well as appellants', is indicated, not only by that offered in
evidence by New Century, but also by its argument, both before
and after the trial.

Respondent's Trial Memorandum, submitted
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prior to the commencement of the trial, makes absolutely no
request that the court establish future management fees, stating
in the Summary "that this court order that the defendants account
for all moneys taken from the partnership and that any moneys
wrongfully exacted should be returned by the defendants to the
partnership,"

Rec.

at 102-122.

Respondent in its Proposed

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, submitted in lieu of
argument at the conclusion of the proceedings below, made no
request that the court set future compensation.

Rec. at 90-99.

In truth, that prospect was never mentioned throughout the entire
proceedings until it appeared in the court's findings of fact
(Adndm. at Item "Cw, paragraph 30). It was, veritably, the proverbial "bolt of lightning out of the clear blue sky."
Even if the parties had addressed the future in their presentation of the case, it would have been difficult to provide, with
any degree of accuracy, information pertaining to most of the
factors which, under the cases, the court should consider in
arriving at reasonable compensation.
subject to change.

The size of the business is

The responsibilities of management will vary.

.

The character of the work, and the skill and judgment required of
and exercised by Jet Star, will depend upon the circumstances
that exist from time to time.

No one can predict what special

.

problems and difficulties might confront management in the years
ahead.

Revcofs profitability will certainly change, as it has in

the past.

Other relevant circumstances may appear.

For the

^

court to speculate on all these items, particularly when the
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parties have not been permitted any opportunity to advise it, is
highly presumptuous and abusive of its discretion.

Following

Combe v. Warren's Family Drive-Inns, Inc./ 680 P.2d 733 (Utah,
1984), the Court must find that Rule 54(c)(1) cannot be stretched
so far as to allow the decision of the lower court to stand.
That portion of the court's findings of fact and judgment should
be stricken.
IV. THAT THE COURT'S DECREE THAT THE PAYMENT OF FUTURE MANAGEMENT
FEES TO BE PAID TO JET STAR SHALL BE CONDITIONAL UPON ITS
KEEPING DETAILED RECORDS, IS IN THE NATURE OF A PENALTY, IS
AN IMPROPER AMENDMENT OF THE AGREEMENT OF PARTNERSHIP, AND IS
AN ABUSE OF THE COURTfS DISCRETION.
In its conclusions of law, the court below stated that "if
detailed records are not kept and provided to New Century
Enterprises to substantiate the services rendered, then there
should in the future be no management fee paid by Revco to Jet
Star."

In this manner, the court compounded its error in volun-

tarily anticipating the future, and setting the rate of Jet
Starfs future management compensation, by attaching to that formula, a penalty.

Given all that is stated by New Century in

Respondent's Brief to that point, for the reasons and upon the
authorities cited in Brief of Appellants (pages 25-28) the lower
court did not possess the inherent authority to add to the
parties1 Agreement of Partnership, such a condition.

It was not

within the province of the court to prescribe any such amendment.
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CONCLUSION
It is true that a lower court's findings will not be
disturbed where they are supported by clear and convincing evidence.

It is left to the trial court to examine the proof.

j

However, because of the unusual manner in which this matter was
presented to the court, it is apparent that the court did not
review all of the evidence.

{

In addition to the testimony of the witnesses, the court
received 89 exhibits in evidence.

Some of them were voluminous.

At the conclusion of the trial, the court instructed counsel to

<

submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, in lieu
of either oral or written argument.

In that form, it was diffi-

cult to inform the court of the content of the evidence.

Had

{

the court reviewed the documentary evidence, as has been done in
appellants1 briefs, the court would have understood the factual
basis upon which Mr. Darling's opinion was based, and would have

(

adopted, as part of the findings of fact, his conclusions concerning the value of Jet Star's management services.

Simply

stated, this is a case where the court's findings are not sup-

(

ported by clear, satisfactory and convincing proof.
For the reasons stated above and set forth in the Brief of
Appellants, Jet Star should be awarded additional management fees
for services rendered to Revco.

i

Further, that portion of the

court's findings of fact and conclusions of law, and the
judgment, setting forth the formula upon which future compen-

i

sation is to be based, and the penalty for failure to record time
-28i

and effort, should be stricken.

In addition, appellants request

that they be awarded their costs incurred herein.
DATED this 13th day of March, 1986.
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